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Abstract 

The article presents current stage and new tendencies noticeable in packagings for medical applications. New packagings for 
drugs and medical products are characterised by modern design and new features. They have attractive appearance and great 
usability. It is usually accompanied by functional materials and unfortunately by a higher price. In the market we can see also a 
lot of traditional, cheap products in adequate packagings. New products are protected by active and intelligent packaging. Thanks 
to this usage of products is easier and more convenient, consumers and a specially patients, are safer. Next direction is noticeable 
progress in bio- and biodegradable materials structures adopted in medical applications.  
We have to concern also about the environmental and economic impact of the packaging value chain - from raw material 
extraction and production, through package conversion and creation, to post-use recovery and solid waste scenarios. It is essential 
to notice the problem of some medical packaging waste utilisation. A significant amount of plastic waste is generated from such 
materials. There is an opportunity for packaging engineers to do a better job of designing for recycling and thinking about what 
that material’s next life will be. Potential solutions include embracing circular economy concepts and mono-material designing or 
multilayer compatible materials. Currently, new problem, fast developing case is quick and safe access of patients to drugs. 
Drones can be a device that provides quick access to medicines. They can also safely transport medical devices such as 
defibrillators. The development of mobile medicine is nowadays a sector that should especially be developed. 
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Introduction 

The main task of the packaging is to ensure the safety and quality of the medicinal product, and thus the patient's 
safety. The packaging is to protect against external factors (eg moisture, light, temperature) that can change the 
product's properties, against biological contamination and mechanical damage. In addition, the packaging should 
allow correct identification of the product. Intelligent packaging in the pharmaceutical and medical industries 
provides better information, treatment at home, and ensures patient comfort and safety.  
The type of packaging and materials used must be chosen in such a way that they do not adversely affect the product 
through chemical reactions, leaching of packaging materials or absorption. The safety aspect must also be ensured in 
the other direction, i.e., the product can not have a negative impact on the packaging. Modern medical packaging 
should be environmentally friendly and biodegradable and susceptible to recycling. A significant amount of plastic 
waste is generated by hospitals and modern medical packaging should be created so that it contains safe and 
recyclable substances.  

Intelligent and smart medical packaging  

Especially medical packaging should protect the product, not allow diffusion, penetration of the product, and should 
not affect the change of ingredients in the pharmaceutical preparation [1]. The requirements of the pharmaceutical 
industry are constantly growing and innovative medicines need innovative packaging. Increasingly, systems are 
used to monitor and inform the patient about the quality of the product, that is, intelligent packaging or smart 
packaging systems are used [2-4]. Intelligent systems are designed to provide better product quality and safety. Very 
often, these systems occur in the form of intelligent etiquettes placed on the packaging [5]. Nowadays, the RFID 
labels (Fig. 1) can store thousands of bits of information. This information can be written to the tag, changed or 
deleted as required.  
The demands are growing, therefore, capsule systems equipped with microelectronic circuits informing about the 
frequency of opening are under R&D teams interests. MEMS opening systems (Fig. 1) are also used to record the 
date and time of each opening and closing of the medication container. Some MEMS closures are equipped with a 
liquid crystal display showing the number of doses taken in 24 hours and the time of the last dose [6].  
 

  
Fig. 1.  Bottle and blister with RFID tag, reprinted with CCL Labell permission [7]  

Electronic systems for blister pack packaging are also created that record the date and time of removal of the pill 
from the packaging. Such systems are provided with the ability to send audio and optical boosting signals [8].  
Topcryo created by the French company Cryolog, is a microbiological thermal pastille which shows the impact of 
time and temperature by a colour change from green to red. It is easy to detect products which temperature has risen 
[9]. The pharmaceutical industry uses RFID (Radio Frequency IDendification) systems embedded in labels that 
allow monitoring the entire path of the product from production to the patient, allowing identification in the supply 
chain and faster detection of the cause of the potential defect. The "ColdMark" indicators are also used for products 
sensitive to low temperatures. The indicator allows you to get information whether the product has been frozen or 
exposed to low temperatures. Such indicators have been used in the case of vaccines, or medical testers (Fig. 3 and 
4). The indicator is built in the form of a tube that contains a liquid that, after exceeding the temperature limit after 
30 minutes, turns violet. There are four types of this indicator available in the industry depending on the set limit 
temperature: -3°C, 0°C, 2°C, 5°C [10, 11].  
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Fig. 3. Insulin packaging with a temperature control system Phot. Avery Dennison reprinted with Printed Electronics Now permission [11] 

 

 
Fig. 4. Medical tester packaging with a temperature control system, reprinted with CCL Labell permission [7] 

 
A small device was also created - a plotter as a small recorder to store the history of temperature from production to 
transport (Fig. 5). It can reveal all temperature overflows. Which is very useful in the case of drug transport. 
Operates in a temperature range from -40°C to + 85°C with a precision of 0.5°C. The plotter is a small and powerful 
device that allows for easy placement in the desired place [9].  

 
Fig. 5. Small recorder for memorizing temperature from production to transport. 

Reprinted with Progres Plus company permission [9] 
 
Designing smart blisters is becoming more popular. Qolpac is a technology solution that improves the quality of life 
of consumers by maximizing medication adherence. The solution consists of a smart-phone application and smart 
medication packaging, which communicate together. Such systems are created as a result of many years of research 
and development in order to improve the quality of the product as much as possible. Such systems are affordable, 
accurate and integrate with existing packaging systems. The generated compatibility data is downloaded using a 
reader and software or any smartphone or tablet with NFC or Bluetooth access (Fig. 6). Data can be represented 
graphically using the interface and stored for further analysis. Data can be used in scientific and clinical research 
[11]. No patient data is stored in the processor, which ensures confidentiality. The sequences associated with the 
patient are numerical sequences representing the time events defining each package opening. In addition, patient 
data is stored in a data carrier, which limits the classic storage of patient data that is expensive. The device 
eliminates the need for double entry - reducing data entry costs and is compatible with the mobile application on 
your smartphone. [12].  
 

 
Fig. 6. Packaging with a monitoring system integrated with a smartphone “Qolpack” -  reprinted with Personal Health Solution company 

permission [12]  
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Smart temperature indicators of blood bags 

In the aspect of medical packaging, it is extremely important to use safe packaging when storing and transporting 
blood. Therefore, the use of packages with temperature indicators is one of the ways of confirming that the 
temperature of stored blood does not exceed 6 or 10°C. The use of temperature indicators (Fig. 7) allows you to 
determine that the appropriate temperature has been maintained, and blood and blood components are stored 
properly and this is the basis for its issues, e.g. in the case of a blood transfusion. In the entire blood supply chain an 
error can be made due to non-observance of human norms. Irreversible temperature indicators allow to determine if 
the product has not been cooled down again after earlier exceeding the temperature limits [13]. Such packaging 
ratios are extremely valuable due to the fact that they will reduce the costs caused by the loss of blood and blood 
products. Unnecessary blood loss or shortages can also put human lives at risk [13].  
The blood supply chain and procedure is very complicated. The blood units after donation are placed in cold 
containers for storage and transport to the blood bank. Then the blood is tested and stored according to the accuracy 
described by the standards. After ordering, blood products are placed in cool containers and transported to hospital, 
where blood products are stored by the hospital in accordance with the standards. At the doctor's request, the blood 
is packed and delivered to the patient and transfused if necessary. Current indicators existing on the market may be 
completely irreversible or built of a reversible and irreversible part. These less complicated changes from white to 
red after exceeding the temperature limit of 10. If the indicator remains white blood can be spent again. The latest 
indicators available on the medical market change the color depending on temperature and time, which affects 
sensitive blood samples. Such indicators are made of an irreversible and reversible part. After activation, the 
irreversible part, as time goes by and the temperature rises, changes from blue to another, and even after the blood 
has cooled down again it is impossible to return to blue. Constant temperature monitoring enables the reversible part 
of the indicator [14-17].  

 
Fig. 7.  Temperature indicator of blood bags -  reprinted with Hanwell company permission [17] 

Temperature control usually involves red blood cells, platelets, and plasma. Blood products are often used to treat 
burns and sent abroad to save human lives. Typically, concentrates of red blood cells are stored in a refrigerator at 
+4°C. Blood plasma is frozen to -80°C. The temperature is constantly monitored and should be adequate and in line 
with the requirements. Very often, transport of blood and blood products to operating rooms takes place in the 
refrigerator. It is in this situation that temperature monitoring is particularly important. This can be achieved by 
using specific indicators for the packaging of blood bags. Time indicators allow to capture temperature spikes, 
usually from +2 to 8°C. Display readings are irreversible which prevents quality uncertainty. Keeping the right 
temperature is extremely important. Too low temperature - freezing will cause the red blood cells to break down and 
too high their temperature can cause the bacteria to multiply. At present, it is believed that the cost of indicators is 
incomparable to the valuable content of blood products that they can provide safety [18, 19].  

Modern, environmentally friendly medical packaging 

An interesting alternative for polymer packaging is hybrid packaging. They combine the advantages of organic 
components with inorganic components. This ensures the creation of packages with new interesting features. 
Permission for obtaining monoliths, gels, powders and even fibers. Organic-inorganic hybrids are characterized by 
plasticity, the ability of easy processing, thermal and chemical resistance. Polymeric nanocomposites can be 
distinguished in the material group. These are two-phase systems in which the polymer matrix is reinforced with 
fillers such as: nanotubes and layer silicates that are mechanically and thermally resistant. It is possible to obtain 
polymeric nanocomposites in the form of foils, containers, coatings. Currently, intensive research focuses on the 
creation of active packaging based on biodegradable polymer perocomposites that could come from renewable raw 
materials. Naturally, polymers such as chitosan, cellulose, starch and gelatin are cheap, available and easily 
compostable [20 - 26]. Hybrid systems based on biopolymers and inorganic polymers are becoming more popular. 
One of such combinations are the gelatine-siloxane materials. The meadow material obtained in this way has the 
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features of biodegradable gelatin and mechanical and thermal resistance as well as the hydrophobicity characteristic 
of organosilicon compounds [27, 28].  
It is also important to take into account the environmental impact when creating new technical solutions. More and 
more pharmaceutical companies are also taking care of the natural environment when creating new solutions. In 
recent years, the TEQ (Thermoform Engineered Quality) system has been developed to reduce packaging costs 
associated with maintaining sterility and environmental impact. TEQ's monopolymer sterile barrier system is also 
easier to recycle. The company introduced a co-extruded polymer for trays called TEQconnex (TEQx). It can be 
welded with an uncoated Tyvek coating. TEQconnex consists of a high-density polymer coextruded with a thin 
layer of polyethylene, which seals directly uncoated Tyvek in exchange for a traditional adhesive coating on the 
cover. New polypropylene options can provide durability, strength or improved clarity, as well as help you achieve 
overall cost savings [29]. The safety aspect refers to the restriction of drug access for children. Therefore, packaging 
is designed that restricts this access. They have opening indicators for the packaging. Often, a special tape or slider 
mechanism is used that slides to hide or expose the openings through which the user removes the product (Fig. 8). 
Each time the child safety mechanism is opened, the visible tab is exposed, reminding the user to re-close the 
package. And for those who do not remember, the parcel's return to the upright position will automatically close the 
childproofing matrix, again hiding the holes in the blister [30, 31].  

 
Fig. 8. Child resistant wallet for drugs – reprinted with Origin Pharma Packaging permission [30]   

Creating eco-friendly and sustainable packaging is one of the most important tasks faced by companies serving the 
pharmaceutical industry. The safety of patients and the environment [31, 32]. Keystone Folding Box Company and 
Legacy Pharmaceutical Packaging introduced Ecoslide - RX (Fig. 9) ecological packaging into the industry. They 
are made of 100% recycled materials. The cardboard is unbleached and the surface covered with clay. They are used 
for blister packaging with a minimum amount of foil. In the production process, they do not require welding and 
reduce the costs of energy consumption and production [33, 34].  

	
Fig. 9. Ecological package Ecoslide RX, reprinted with Keystone Folding Box Co. permission [35]  

 
Keystone Folding Box Co also created a more advanced "smart" blister package with the Ecoslide-RX sustainability 
benefits (Fig. 10). The new Ecoslide-RX with integrated Med-ic technology is a senior friendly and child-resistant. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Ecoslide RX Med-ic Wallet – reprinted with Keystone Folding Box Co. permission [35] 
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The construction of a new modern concept of a syringe was created using a Syreen ampoule, in which a cyclic olefin 
polymer (COP) is used instead of glass. The construction of the syringe increases ecological awareness and reduces 
the mass and volume of packaging because it eliminates the use of materials such as cardboard and Styrofoam [35].  
In addition to the intelligent blister packaging, the Med-ic Coolblue Syringe Pack has been created, an electronic 
compliance monitor that combines the ability to track the dose removed from the syringe pack (Fig. 11). The device 
allows to register the date, hour, but also indicates to the patient or caregiver the injection in a specific part of the 
body: arm, abdomen, buttocks or thigh. The device is so complete that it allows also to monitor the storage 
temperature. It cooperates/communicates with a smartphone and PC. 

 
Fig. 11. The Med-ic Coolblue Syringe Pack, reprinted with Intelligent Devices SEZC Inc. permission [36]  

 
When designing new packaging in the medical and pharmaceutical industry, attention is paid to the aspect of 
environmental protection. Traditionally, gelatine is used - a product of animal origin for forming capsule shells. 
Traditional animal casings are increasingly replaced with natural, more environmentally friendly ingredients. At 
present, environmentally friendly ecological packaging materials are created. All-natural plant-based capsules are 
made containing completely biodegradable natural polysaccharides. Such capsules are gluten-free, starch free and 
contain no preservatives [37 - 44].  
Manufacturers of medical devices are trying to reduce the cost of manufacturing equipment while maintaining or 
improving the health of patients. In addition, saving material during production and packaging space is an important 
aspect. The Dual Hoop Catheter DISK was created. Two mothers connected on one card saving material and 
interiors. This combined system reduces the number of sterile barrier elements, packaging materials, storage space 
and logistics transactions, which translates into a general streamlining of inventory management. The medical staff 
assessed the device as easy to use and use, saving time in the operating room and the packaging is effective and safe. 
Fig. 12 presents The Dual Hoop Catheter Disk meets the Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive (94/62/EC and 
2004/12/EC) for limiting packaging weight and volume, while meeting green initiatives for the utilization of 
recyclable packaging materials [45, 46].  
 

  
Fig. 12. Dual Hoop Catheter Disk and “Vault” packaging system - reprinted with CleanCut Technologies permission [45-47] 

 
Combining new technologies together with ensuring the safety of the natural environment is increasingly used. 
Medical devices are increasingly being improved to ensure patient safety and minimize production costs. CleanCut 
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The construction of a new modern concept of a syringe was created using a Syreen ampoule, in which a cyclic olefin 
polymer (COP) is used instead of glass. The construction of the syringe increases ecological awareness and reduces 
the mass and volume of packaging because it eliminates the use of materials such as cardboard and Styrofoam [35].  
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body: arm, abdomen, buttocks or thigh. The device is so complete that it allows also to monitor the storage 
temperature. It cooperates/communicates with a smartphone and PC. 

 
Fig. 11. The Med-ic Coolblue Syringe Pack, reprinted with Intelligent Devices SEZC Inc. permission [36]  
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Fig. 12 presents The Dual Hoop Catheter Disk meets the Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive (94/62/EC and 
2004/12/EC) for limiting packaging weight and volume, while meeting green initiatives for the utilization of 
recyclable packaging materials [45, 46].  
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while meeting green initiatives for the utilization of recyclable packaging materials [46].  
A significant amount of waste generated by hospitals is flexible materials such as sterilization foils (Fig. 15) and 
other flexible packaging. That foils are microbiologicaly clean and harmless. Recycling of that flexible materials is 
difficult to determine because it is a mixture of different types of materials. Some of them are multilaminates. The 
most popular flexible packaging found in healthcare facilities consists of high density polyethylene, polyester, 
ethylene and vinyl acetate, polyethylene and nylon copolymer. Better characterization of these materials and 
understanding their properties will help assess their recycling value. This assessment is possible during mechanical, 
rheological and morphological tests. Some of the potential include circular economy concepts and design with 
mono-crystalline or compatible materials [48]. 
  

 
Fig. 13. Flexible, recyclable medical packaging  

 
At present, the design of safe packaging and the function of environmental protection are very often combined. Such 
packaging is made from primary or recycled materials and from sustainable sources. Products can be 100% 
recyclable. The recycling of plastic medical applications is a major challenge especially for hospitals that generate a 
very large amount of secondary raw materials. It is estimated that as much as 1/5 of hospital wastes may not reach 
the landfill or incinerator. It is very important to create recycling programs covering plastics in hospital areas. The 
introduction of such programs may reduce hospital expenses for waste disposal [49].  
Researchers from the Department of Materials Engineering at the University of Massachusetts Lowell (UMass 
Lowell) together with the Plastic Recycling Council (HPRC) have launched a project to develop cost-effective 
recycling strategies for plastic packaging that were previously rejected as hospital waste. In addition, they are 
working on developing blends that, in combination with other materials, will improve the properties of flexible 
multi-material materials. Around 60% of plastics generated by hospitals are flexible materials [50].  
Very often such flexible materials are multi-material laminates, unsuitable for recycling using traditional recycling 
technologies. The project will allow to examine the physical properties of materials after adding different 
concentrations of compatibilizers. Understanding these properties will help you better identify the potential for 
recycling and understanding the processing value of such materials [51]. The use of plastics in medicine has an 
increasing area. The introduction of composite-polymer systems with unique interfaces has now begun. They are 
characterized by resistance to high loads, performance due to the material and can successfully replace metal 
instruments. Such replacement of metal surgical instruments can result in savings due to the lack of sterilization and 
transport costs for the tools. New polymer tools are created in a specific injection molding process, which allows 
scaling and saves financial costs during production. In addition to the tools, sterile packed implants are also created. 
An important aspect is also the use of environmentally friendly materials [52].  
Light and extremely durable materials have a smaller carbon footprint than heavy metal tools. Such solutions have a 
positive impact on the natural environment [53].  

Application of cyclic olefins copolymer as new medical materials of the future 

Increasingly, the cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) is used for tamper-resistant packaging and is an interesting 
alternative to a damped polyvinyl chloride (PVC) [54]. To increase the barrier properties it can be co-extruded with 
polyethylene terephthalate and glycol. The same tools used for the production of PVC are used for the production of 
the material. The material is available in thicknesses 10-48 mm. Unlike PVC, it does not change color. For rigid 
packaging, multilayer barrier structures includes COC–ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH)–COC, polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET)–EVOH–PET, and PP–EVOH–PPIn such packages, combinations of resins are also used. The 
multilayer, injection blow-molded barrier containers meet US Pharmacopeia requirements for extractables and are 
compatible with a wide pH range, are sterilizable, depyrogenable, and shatter-resistant. Cyclo olefin polymer (COP) 
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is also used, which is comparable to COC. It is used for injection-molded phermaceutical bottles, vials, pre-filled 
syringes, flexible packaging such as pouches [28].  The material is characterized by a good moisture barrier, low 
content of metal residues, glassy transparency, compatibility with ethylene oxide and gamma sterilization, e.g. 
"Zeonex COP", Zeon Chemical LP, Louisville, KY. For sensitive powders and solid dosage forms, a compressed 
material is used so that it falls into inhalers or containers. Compensated absorbers can absorb double the amount of 
moisture and compete in terms of prices with the material placed in the bag along with moisture absorbing 
substances - sorbents "Coated Solid Form"  Multisorb Technologies, Buffalo, NY. A mixture of absorbent and resin 
is used to form the injection component. This is a way to incorporate drying agents into pharmaceutical packaging 
such as dispensing devices designed to release one dose, tablet or capsule. Controlled dosing minimizes the 
exposure and the possibility of interference of small-particles, pathogens and other contaminations. It allows to 
eliminate the need for cotton filler, eg "Flow - Limiter equipped with advanced drying polymer, Süd-Chemie 
Performance Packaging", Belen, NM [34, 55, 56]. The construction of the syringe was created using a Syreen 
ampoule, in which a cyclic olefin polymer (COP) is used instead of glass, providing secondary packaging. The 
construction of the syringe increases ecological awareness and reduces the mass and volume of packaging because it 
eliminates the use of materials such as cardboard and Styrofoam [57-59].  
Valeritas Holdings Inc. has developed the V-Go Wearable Insulin Delivery Device (V-Go) for patients with Type 2 
diabetes. It is a disposable device intended for continuous subcutaneous infusion of insulin for 24 hours at fixed 
doses and a bolus on demand in two increment units in adult patients requiring insulin. The part of the device is 
injection molded from cyclic copolymer olefin (COC) from TOPAS Advanced Polymers. TOPAS COC plays an 
important role in the cartridge system of the V-Go insulin delivery device. It is very stable in contact with the drug 
and is characterized by optical transparency. Provides good injection characteristics and excellent dimensional 
stability. Colorless, transparent TOPAS resin is characterized by low leachability and exudates compared to glass 
and other medical polymers for drug delivery. Therefore, it preserves the long-term purity of the drug. It is 
characterized by better quality at high efficiency and a non-ionic, minimally reactive surface. In addition, the device 
is highly effective. During use, patients significantly reduced glucose levels and reduced insulin consumption by 
44% per day [60].  

Medical transport by drones 

Until now, drones were used mainly for fun, for sport and military purposes. Now, humanitarian organizations are 
pointing out that flying robots could be perfect for transporting medicines and other necessities in hard-to-reach 
places. The drone could reach areas with no or damaged access roads [61]. Transport by drones will probably be the 
future. Also transport of medical samples. Lufthansa is one of the partners of the Medfly project, which is 
researching the implementation of drug transport by drones [62].  
Medifly From this point of view, it is one of the most serious and structured research projects, the result of a joint 
effort financed by the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure in cooperation with the 
Lufthansa Technik group (aviation technology services), ZAL Center for Applied Aviation Research in Hamburg, 
FlyNex (digital solutions for commercial drone operations) and GLVI Society for Aviation Informatics (software 
components and algorithms for real-time conflict detection and resolution, both manned and unmanned). The 
purpose of Medifly's research is to find out how UAV systems can be used to transport medical samples safely and 
reliably using drones. Tissue samples are regularly removed during surgery.To ensure that the surgeon has removed 
any abnormal tissue, the samples must be examined by a pathologist during the operation. Typically, multiple 
samples are then removed, individually packaged, and sent to a pathology laboratory for diagnosis [63].  
 

 
Fig. 14. Medical drone transport [63]  
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Drones and intelligent algorithms 

The devices can transport blood, organs needed for transplantation and smaller equipment such as e.g. test tubes. 
The logistics concern has already carried out the first tests and flights of this type, which turned out to be promising. 
In Canada, on the other hand, emergency services in Brampton are testing how the time of arrival of remotely 
controlled unmanned aerial vehicles with an automatic defibrillator is reduced [64]. In the world, tens of millions of 
people monitor their health using wireless smartwatches, and also use electronic devices, e.g. to measure blood 
pressure. It is estimated that if scientists had access to the data collected in this way - even from several million 
users - and could analyze it, it would significantly facilitate research and development of new drugs. Also in this 
case, the use of drones can be of great importance. 
The Californian company Evidation has developed a tool that uses information from 3 million volunteers. Evidation 
partners Sanofi and Eli Lilly analyzed this data, leading to research on sleep and diet, among others [65].  
Implantation of pancreatic islets was successful and they are fully functional: the islets retained their function in the 
mammalian liver for six weeks, islets reduced insulin requirements by more than 60 percent. In the second study, 
pigs received islets in a special device protecting them against the effects of the immune system - informs 
"3mamcukier.pl". Due to the use of this device, the use of immunosuppressants was not necessary. Its results proved 
that: the applied protection effectively protects the islets and at the same time reduces the reaction of the immune 
system to a foreign body, islets efficiently produce insulin in response to glucose stimulation, which was confirmed 
by the correct level of C-peptide. Based on the results of preclinical studies, Semma Therapeutics plans to conduct 
clinical trials for one year on patients with difficult-to-treat diabetes and patients without hypoglycemic awareness. 
It intends to start further tests. This time, the target group is a wider population of adult patients with type 1 diabetes. 
The islets used in the study will be protected by a special protective device, without the use of immunosuppression. 
According to scientists, this is the future in the treatment of diabetes. 
The CTRL-Labs device will change health care. CTRL-labs is a start-up that has developed a technology that allows 
you to control electronic devices such as computers with your thoughts. The device is a CTRL kit, containing a 
wristband that detects electrical impulses that activate motor neurons as soon as a person thinks of a movement. 
This type of solution can make life easier for people who have an efficient nervous system, but for some reason have 
limited possibilities to control an electronic device with the help of their hands. The technology that the researchers 
are developing will make it possible to "make" mouse clicks or "use" the keyboard solely by thought. The wristband 
is just the beginning, however. The work aims to develop a solution that will receive signals directly from the brain. 
People who are paralyzed, with a damaged spinal cord and problems with the proper flow of electrical impulses 
through the nervous system will benefit from this [65]. 
In the near future, drones can be used to patrol mass events and record selected events on video materials. Combined 
with artificial intelligence, drones will be able to spot aggression in crowds of people. Scientists have developed a 
new, experimental system that, thanks to the use of artificial intelligence, is able to recognize aggression in a crowd 
and certain movements that indicate violence - more specifically, it is about kicking, hitting with the hand or 
shooting or attacking with a sharp tool. The developers warn: the technology in question is not ready for use in the 
real world. Yes, under ideal conditions, artificial intelligence detects aggressive events from 94 percent. 
effectiveness, but if there are more than ten people in front of the drone, then these values also drop to only 79%. So 
for now, this is not a system you can rely on, but it is likely that things will change over time [66].  

Flying defibrillators and drug delivery 

In 2017, the first flying defibrillator was launched in the United States. The device is the result of cooperation 
between Flirtey, a drone design company, and an ambulance management company. Every moment is important in 
rescuing accident victims, therefore various methods are used to shorten the time needed to reach the victim. The 
Flirtey company has paid for a drone equipped with an attached defibrillator. The project has been officially 
implemented and operates in the United States. The operation is based on cooperation with regional ambulance 
dispatchers who automatically send a ron to people with cardiac arrest. In this way, an outsider can use the 
equipment to save lives before the paramedics reach the victim. The device has been designed so that it can be 
operated by even a person without proper training. The device indicates the correct connection of the electrodes and 
indicates further correct operation [67].  
In 2019, in North Carolina, a branch of the courier company Flight Forward began air delivery of prescription drugs 
directly to two sick homes. the service is provided in cooperation with the pharmaceutical company CVS Health. 
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The drone moves in autonomous mode, but is constantly monitored by the operator. The consignment is lowered on 
a winch in close proximity to the house. The company has been authorized to act as an airline that uses drones. 
Pilots no longer need to maintain eye contact with the drone, expanding delivery options [68].  The operation of 
Matternet M2 Drones allows for flights of an unlimited number of machines, flights at night and the transport of 
larger than normal loads. UPS plans to integrate drones into its business model permanently, along with other 
future-proof solutions such as electric bikes and trucks [69-72]. In any pandemic situation, resulting in a lack of 
interpersonal and coercive interaction social distancing from the use of drones is the key to the health management 
structure. Unmanned drones as a delivery system can be used as a powerful weapon in combat against the pandemic. 
In an emergency when current transport structure is destroyed due to flood or earthquake etc this type of automatic 
drone delivery system can save your precious life with much less and nominal effort.  

Conclusions 

Current trends in medical packaging include growth of intelligent, economical packaging and combining aspects of 
environmental protection. New medical packagings are characterised by modern design and new intelligent very 
useful features, often contains printed circuits and displays. They have attractive appearance and great usability. 
Unfortunately they can generate problems with recycling. The problem of medical waste recycling according to 
circular economy ideas is a big challenge for manufacturers of medical and pharmaceutical packaging. The 
protection of the natural environment should be combined with care for the health and safety of the patients. An 
important aspect is also continuous research and searching for such materials for the production of packaging, which 
while maintaining the safety of use will positively affect the environmental protection system. The determinants of 
drug innovation and OTC (over-the-counter) drugs can be divided into universal and specific. Universal solutions, 
important for pharmacists and patients, are solutions that increase the safety of the packaged drug, affecting its 
storage and use by the patient. The informative value of the packaging is important, as it allows for the safe 
application of the drug and the pharmacist has a suitable dispatch in the pharmacy. The determinants of specific 
innovation important for the consumer increase the visual attractiveness of the packaging and increase the 
communicative value of the packaging. In the field of innovation, pharmacists find innovative solutions that 
improve logistics processes, transport, storage and drug dispatch. The use of modern design and graphic forms of 
packaging and automatic drug identification systems reducing the costs of logistics processes. The availability and 
fast transport of drugs are also important. This can be ensured by specialized drone devices that are able to quickly 
and safely reach the patient. 
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